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Chapter One: Jubilee Preparations

It was a beautiful, sunny day as the queen woke up in

her monumental palace and thought about how fabulous

the Platinum Jubilee celebration would be that was

happening in the next couple of days as she gazed at

the astounding view of London and the stunning
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structures and buildings, decorated gaily with lovely

historical Union Jacks.

She would have dedicated 70 years of service to Great

Britain, overseeing 14 prime ministers in the time that

she had been queen.

Two days before the celebrations, the Queen was having

a “dress rehearsal” just to make sure that she was

comfortable and that everything was in order.

Her maid helped her into her luxurious, expensive clothes

and jewels, but suddenly noticed that the most precious
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jewel of all was gone! The priceless netherite and

diamond crown - passed down to the Queen from her

beloved father, King George, making this jewel the most

important and precious jewel in the world - was nowhere

to be found!

When the maid told the Queen the unfortunate news

about her missing crown, she almost fainted from shock!

Diamonds were not so important; the important thing

was the netherite. It cost £1,000,000,000 (1 billion

pounds), and only one royal family owned it - this one!
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To make matters worse, only 38 pieces of netherite had

ever been found in royal history.

And do you know what was even worse? It had been

successfully passed down from so many generations and

Elizabeth just didn’t want to be the one person to lose

it.

The Queen felt terrible that the crown had been taken.

She remembered the moment she had received it from

her father and thought sadly that William and his son

George wouldn’t have the pleasure of wearing it.
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She ambled slowly downstairs to eat her breakfast,

turning on the TV thinking it would cheer her up, but it

did the complete opposite!

The only thing that was being talked about on all the

channels was, of course, the Platinum Jubilee happening

in two days’ time, and even though it was going to be an

amazing event with thousands of street parties, she

didn't have her crown, and she would have to tell

everyone she had lost the rarest crown in the whole of

history!

The worry was gobbling her up like a black hole.
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After breakfast, she complained of a stomach ache and

had to hold on to the sideboard to just walk or stand.

Her advisors and maids were worried about her, and

nothing suggested by the resident doctor, who had been

treating her for decades, seemed to work.
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Chapter Two: The Reward

The next day the chief secretary announced that

whoever could heal Her Majesty would get a grand

reward of £10,000, so that evening 195 of the best
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doctors were flown in from around the world to help her

but without success.

They said she had an unknown illness that could probably

not be cured unless a miracle happened.

The Queen gave up in despair. The best doctors from all

over the world had tried to heal her but none of them

could.
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Chapter Three: The Search

Despite her stomach pains,

the Queen ordered 900 of

her best guards to find

the missing crown and

capture the thief,

reminding them that they

had a deadline of 2 days

before the actual Jubilee.
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Her Royal Head Secretary was put in charge of “The

Search”.

“You have two days to find the jewel thief. The thief is

probably the best there is, so we need our best people

on the case! A man in black clothing was seen by one of

our guards running into the streets towards Big Ben so

jump into your cars and find that thief!!!” the Royal Head

Secretary ordered.

While the guards went in search of the crown thief, the

news of the reward for curing the Queen got out, so

several less than honest people unfortunately decided to
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take advantage of the opportunity and came forward to

try and heal the Queen.

Among those who offered their services was a young,

wellbuilt man.
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Chapter Four: The Miracle Cure

When he got there he was questioned like everyone else

but when they asked him where he came from, he

mysteriously answered, “Nowhere and everywhere…”
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The Queen was in her room, worried, when she heard

something:

THUD Thud thud, and then… BANG!!!!!

The Queen jumped in fright, but it was just another

doctor who had entered her private room.

He strolled into the huge room, bowing low. “Hello Your

Majesty,” he said, introducing himself. “ I am Dr Beast

and I have come with an incredible pill that has taken

many magical potions to make, to heal Your Majesty.”
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“Don’t bother yourself, many people have tried to make

me feel better but none have succeeded. I feel the

exact same as before, if not worse…” the Queen

explained sulkily, but the doctor wasn't going to hear any

of it.

“Here, take this special pill with the right amount of

everything you need to be cured,” the doctor explained.

The Queen thought that he had gone crazy but decided

she had no choice but to take it.
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Then the doctor gave the queen the “special” pill and a

large glass of water to wash it down as he remarked

that she was healed and would soon feel a lot better!

She thanked the doctor and gave him his grand prize of

£15,000. She had given him £5000 more as he had really

healed her with one pill. He was delighted and skipped

out of the palace.

After that brilliant encounter, the Queen was overjoyed

as she now felt much better, but there still was one big

problem: the missing crown. She knew she had sent the
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best guards to find the jewel so she would just have to

wait and see, and hope it would be found in time.
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Chapter Five: The Lucky Find

“He was such a nice, smart, and kind man.” the Queen

said.

“ Are you talking about the doctor?” The maid asked.

“Yes, I indeed am, he must be extremely smart to find

out all the formulae to make that magical pill.” replied the

Queen.

The Royal head nurse who had come to check on Her

Majesty, tripped over the doctor’s bag near her chair
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and wanted to give it back but he was already long gone,

so the Queen opened the bag hoping to find his ID to

send it on, but instead, she found something even

better…

THE LEGENDARY CROWN. “What… but… how…?”

The Queen was speechless.

“Never mind the confusing event and what just

happened, we have a Platinum Jubilee to prepare for!”

The Queen declared happily.
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The sun's rays illuminated every single room. The maids

were all dancing around the palace merrily while

preparing the Queen's outfits for every special day of

the celebration and most importantly, the queen looked

so happy and well.
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Chapter Six: Celebrations At Last!

Finally, the special day arrived. Her Majesty the Queen

opened her eyes, her tummy filled with butterflies but

her heart full of happiness. Once again, looking out of

the enormous palace windows and admiring the beauty of
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the city, she thought what an incredible day this was

going to be.  Just a minute later the sun hid behind the

clouds as it rained cats and dogs and Britain showed its

casual rainy weather, except this time was special as if

the clouds were blessing us.

The corgis were all running around the room, picking up

on the general excitement. Then, with a gentle knocking

on the door, the maid opened it to all the Queen's

grandchildren singing a special song for her and the

Queen was putting her excellent voice to use and singing

along with them, even the young Lilibeth joined in.
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As the Queen had been enjoying her special time with

her family, there were thousands of street parties

around the United Kingdom. People celebrating with

family and friends, and neighbours who had never met

before danced and laughed together.

Buckingham Palace unveiled a full lineup of

celebrations to mark the Queen's Platinum Jubilee

with an incredible concert of music, singing, and

dancing.
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Do you think the corgis had been left out of the

celebration? Well of course not. They had the

most fun in their whole lives, as well as being

proud of the Queen and celebrating the Queen's

Platinum Jubilee, and also they received so many

amazing toys and presents as well as beautiful

outfits and a customised crown and of course all

the colorful sweets, yummmm.
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Buckingham Palace was brimming outside with

hundreds and thousands of people chanting,

chatting, and cheering for the Queen as the

musicians played the National Anthem as the

Queen stood proud on her balcony, surrounded by
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her close family and smiling with joy.

Back home, The thief was extremely happy,

remembering how he had tricked the Queen and stolen

her crown!

He was dreaming about being rich and driving his

customized-made car around the world. But something

didn't feel right. Where was his doctor’s bag?  He was so

angry at himself - he would have to go back!

The clever thief then joined the stream of the happy

celebrating crowd moving towards Buckingham Palace.
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This was such an amazing experience - like no other that

he ever had before. “All this is only a once-in-a-lifetime

opportunity to celebrate our lovely Queen’s Jubilee.” he

thought.  From a distance, he could see the Queen on

her balcony dressed in her beautiful, fresh, green outfit.

She looked so amazingly happy joined by her family.

Soon, the concert started. Everyone was shouting and

singing with Adam Lambert and Queen while Paddington

had tea and marmalade sandwiches with the Queen
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herself - unbelievable, lucky Paddington! It was like a

fairy story.

The thief had forgotten all about his plan to get the

jewels as he was joining the crowds of people and

celebrating while listening to Ed Sheeran singing.

He sang along too, with his amazing voice which surprised

the people around him, without knowing that he was

actually surrounded by professional musicians, the best

from the country. They wanted to know more about him

and invited him to their studios to record a song with Ed
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Sheeran.  How amazing was that! So he no longer needed

to steal, he became a wealthy and popular singer.

The jubilee celebration was one of its kind and the

concert was excellent. The concert was started by Queen

and (Adam Lambert) and included Diana Ross, Ed Sheeran,

Rod Stewart, and more fabulous singers.

The Queen and the citizens of Britain celebrated for four

whole days of feasts, parties, and ceremonies, and most

importantly everything went even better than the Queen

herself could have imagined.
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